IARI REPORT
In biology when we started our 1st chapter crop production and
management, Ma’am told us we would be visiting this place called
IARI (Indian agriculture research institute) next Friday. We were
keenly waiting for the day to arrive and it finally did. On Friday we
were all ready with our caps and umbrellas. The bus trip was as
always the best! We sang songs, played games and had lots of fun.
When we finally arrived, we stared at the teachers in dismay when
we were told that we won't be seeing the museum and the
documentary, but we kept our spirits up and looked at the huge
farms around us in awe. We first went to a place where we saw the
way seeds were planted in small box like things. Half of us found it
difficult to hear but we took notes from our friends and wrote them
down in our own. Later we were divided into two groups. While the
other group was away we all sat under a tree and had a pretend
picnic, some children even said that it they felt as if we all had come
for a day trip! Our group’s turn finally came and we visited a green house. The guide told us what a greenhouse was made
up of. We saw many plants and to some of us it felt as if we were in the green house of Harry Potter’s school, Hogwarts!
We finally had to return back to school. After this visit I am sure I will understand the topic better!
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In scorching morning of 28th, we students of 8th class went the Indian agriculture research institute known as IARI escorted
by our humble teachers, with only one motive to understand how agriculture is done. I think this a best idea because we
could understand agriculture in better way. When we reached IARI we could see many big farms, nursery and many more.
We were curious to know about nursery and etc. we were divided
according to sections. which means that one teacher per section.
We were accompanied by one guide. Which he has explained about
nursery, saplings and more, surprising fact everyone was listening,
carefully and we were making notes that will help in future. Many of
them were asking questions about agriculture, everyone was
observing everything. We learnt many things, after taking one full
round. we were exhausted because due to hot weather so everyone
was thirsty and hungry.so we decided to rest for time. We spotted
a small garden and then we choose that place for rest, after 20-25
minutes. it was time for us to go back school. we reached school at
time. I would like to appreciate IARI for taking initiative and making
new ideas to how make agriculture better. all thanks to shilpa maam
for taking us IARI trip.
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